Abstract
Introduction
A Smart Space [9] is a typical multi-modal system, which will typically involve dozens of distributed computation and perception modules that are usually not developed for running together, such as speech recognition, person-tracking and gesture recognition. As stated by many researchers [1] [2] , there is a clear need of a software infrastructure to enable these distributed modules to connect, communicate and further to collaborate with each other in a coherent and structured way. Recently there have been some research efforts devoted to develop a software infrastructure dedicated for Smart Space (Hereinafter, referred to as SISS). The most well known ones includes OAA from SRI [3] , Metaglue from MIT [1] , Event Heap from Stanford [4] and InConcert from Microsoft Research [2] .
In a Smart Space, modules usually need to exchange messages in real-time. For example, a person-tracking module might need to broadcast the user's location every 100 ms. However, most previous SISSs did not give particular consideration to performance. For example, according to our evaluation, the average message delivery latency of OAA is above 500ms. Moreover, we found most of these systems are not user-friendly enough. To deploy them and grasp their usage usually requires a lot of efforts, bringing a serious problem for their adoption since most module developers of Smart Space systems are not experienced with distributed system.
In this light, we has developed a new SISS, Smart Platform, focusing on improving these two aspects. The Smart Classroom project [6] , which aims at building a Smart Space for tele-education, has been successfully developed and running steadily on the Smart Platform. As one of our original goals, we have also released the binary code of Smart Platform for downloading on our website [6] . In the following paragraphs, we first describe its design guidelines, and then discuss its design in detail. To testify its effectiveness and efficiency, we give the results of some evaluation experiments conducted on it. Finally, we compare Smart Platform with other related works.
Design guidelines
Based on the inherent characteristics of Smart Spaces that distinguish them from other distributed computing systems, we have identified some design guidelines for Smart Platform. 1) Loose coupling. A Smart Space system is very dynamic. Modules are restarted or moved to different hosts and System configurations change time to time. The loose coupling feature of SISS will help to cope with this nature of Smart Space. It is also beneficial for the resilience to failure.
2) Extensible. A cumulative building strategy is often adopted in the development of a Smart Space. A SISS should support introducing new modules on the fly and refining message definitions without impacting prior modules.
3) Support for stream-oriented communication. Coen, et al. has pointed out the communication in Smart Space should ensure real-time delivery [1] . Here we argue that actually there are two catalogs of communications needs in Smart Spaces with different QoS requirements.
First one, named as message-oriented communication, is those communications that occasionally happens and usually have high-level semantics, e.g. a command asking a module to turn on the light that it controls. These com-munications are sensitive to the loss of messages; whereas their requirements on the delivery latency is moderate, as long as it is within a reasonable boundary, say, 50 ms, according to the cognitive character of human.
Second one, named as stream-oriented communication, is those communications that constantly occurs. Their semantic level usually is relatively low and the drop of several data units is usually tolerable. However, they are sensitive to the variation of the delivery latency, while in most cases their requirement on the delivery latency is also moderate. An example is the delivery of captured video to multiple computer vision modules across network.
Previous works on SISS usually only address the message-oriented communications, but provides no support for the stream-oriented communications.
4) Support for one-to-many communication. It is common in Smart Spaces that a message should be delivered to many modules simultaneously. Even in the case of stream-oriented communication, there will be multiple consumers of a single stream, such as the video feeding example mentioned above. Therefore, it is necessary for SISS to have the one-to-many communication capability.
5) Support for heterogeneous platforms and implementation languages. Modules in a Smart Space usually impose different requirements on the underlying hardware and OS. Moreover, they are often implemented in different languages. A SISS should have the adequate capability to deal with all these diversities. 6) Lightweight. Last but not least, a SISS should be lightweight, because many developers involved in the development of a Smart Space may not have enough backgrounds on distributed computing.
System structure of Smart Platform

Abstraction model
Distributed Component Model (DCM) and MultiAgent System (MAS) are two possible abstraction models of distributed systems. DCM model, e.g. DCOM and CORBA, implies a centralized thread of application logic should exist in the system to invoke those passive objects (distributed component is essentially distributed object) when necessary. However, in a Smart Space it is hard to find such a clear single thread of application logic. Instead, there are always many parallel application logic at the same time. For example, a human-tracking module continuously tracks the position of the person, while a speech-recognition module keeps recognizing the user's voice. In contrast, in the MAS model, each constituent module has its own execution process, which better matches the nature of Smart Space. Therefore, we adopted MAS model as the abstraction model for Smart Platform.
In Smart Platform, an agent is the basic constitutive unit, which could be any software module, e.g. a device driver, a perception algorithm or a high-level application logic, as long as it can run autonomously and comply with the specification defined for an agent. 2) Container. Each computer that participate the Smart Platform should run an instance of Container as a daemon process. An agent actually only contact with the Container on its host when it needs to interact with other parts of the system and the Container will contact with the DS or other related Containers on behalf of the agent to achieve its goal. This level of indirectness brings two main benefits. First, it restricts the distribution of prior knowledge of the system configuration (such as where the DS is running) to a single point (the Container) per host, which caters for loose coupling. Second, it provides a central point of administration for all the agents on a host. For example, Container provides interfaces for users to launch or terminate agents on its host.
Runtime environment structure
Communication layer
3.3.1. Hybrid Inter-agent communication scheme. The inter-agent communication in a MAS system usually is carried out in two different schemes. One scheme is so called direct scheme, where each pair of agents that need to communicate should establish a direct connection. Another scheme is so called mediated scheme, where each agent only need to establish a connection with a centered system-level component, "broker", and all the communications are mediated by this "broker" component.
The mediated scheme has several advantages compared with the other one. First, it decouples the source party of the communication from the destination party, and thus caters for the loose-coupling nature expected. Second, it is more natural to accomplish the one-to-many communication. Third, the number of connections that should be maintained is linear with the number of the agents, much less than that in the direct scheme. However, since all the communication flows should be processed and dispatched by the broker component, the delivery latency, especially its variation, of any single connection is hard to guarantee, which is not acceptable in those stream-oriented communications.
Therefore, Smart Platform adopts a hybrid scheme so as to provide an optimized communication service for each type of communication. All agents keep a connection with the DS (Actually there is a Container lies between the connection, but this fact can be neglected here), and at the same time is ready to accept direct communications by listening on some UDP ports. For message-oriented communication, messages will be sent to the DS and forwarded by it to the destination. Since the connection is based on TCP, the messages can be reliably transferred. For stream-oriented communication, the messages will be directly sent to the destination agent via UDP. Actually, a multicast address is used to achieve the one-to-many communication here. Since no other intermediate hop is involved, the delivery latency is minimized. Furthermore, we are currently working on adopting RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) [7] and some associated smoothing algorithm instead of the plain UDP used now to better guarantee a bound variance in the delivery latency that is critical to stream-oriented communication.
XML-based message format.
In Smart Platform, no matter for message-oriented communication or streamoriented communication, a message is the basic data unit of the communication. Messages in Smart Platform are expressed in XML. The adoption of XML has some significant advantages, such as: 1) For its good extensibility, developers can start with a rough message structure and add detailed fields later without impacting prior works.
2) XML is user-friendly, for it is readable to human. Moreover, it is self-describing. <SpeakerRcgResult> <Person Name="user_name1" Score="score1"/> <Person Name="user_name2" Score="score2"/> <Person Name="user_name3" Score="score3"/> </SpekerRcgResult>
Fig. 2. A message in Smart Platform
3) As an Internet standard, XML will facilitate to interoperate with other heterogeneous SISSs in future. Fig. 2 shows an example of messages used in Smart Platform, which may be generated by an agent in charge of speaker-recognition.
Coordination layer
Coordination layer is at a higher and more global level than communication layer in a SISS. The latter cares how the communication between any two agents is carried out, whereas the former cares how the overall coordination of the system is achieved. Coordination model determines the style of communication services primitives of a SISS.
Publish-and-Subscribe Model.
Generally speaking, all possible coordination models in MAS can be classified into four catalogs: Direct, Blackboard, Tuple-Space and Publish-and-Subscribe (also known as Meeting model) [8] . Smart Platform adopts the Publish-and-Subscribe Model for the following reasons:
1) In Publish-and-Subscribe model, agents do not need to hold the prior knowledge of the other party, as did in Direct and Blackboard model, which will help to achieve the loose coupling of the system.
2) In Publish-and-Subscribe model, the communication service primitive is inherently non-blocking, while other models tend to blocking-style primitives, which is preferable for loose coupling, because an agent will not halt for the failure of others.
3) In Publish-and-Subscribe model, agent will be notified the arrival of messages by some kind of callback mechanism, while in Tuple-Space model the agent should keep polling the tuple space to fetch the messages. The callback mechanism will allow the programmer to implement an agent more easily and straightforward than active-polling mechanism.
Message Group.
The granularity of subscription still needs further consideration in Publish-and-Subscribe model. Here we introduced the notion of Message Group into Smart Platform. Agents subscribe and publish messages on the basis of Message Groups. Message Groups are created dynamically by agents in runtime. By introducing this level of abstraction, we offer the developers the flexibility to choose the granularity at their own will.
Besides its name, a message group has another important property -working mode, which could be either message-oriented or stream-oriented. This property determines which communication scheme Smart Platform will use to deliver messages. For message-oriented message groups, the mediated scheme will be used. More specifically, the DS handles all the subscriptions centrally and the messages are conveyed on the established connection between agents and DS. For stream-oriented message groups, the directed scheme will be used. More specifically, first, DS will assign a multicast address to each possible stream-oriented message group in the system. Then when an agent subscribes to such a message group, it has to acquire the multicast-address for this message group from DS first and listens on this address. On the other hand, if an agent wants to publish a message to such a message group, it also has to lookup the DS for the assigned multicast address first and sends the message on this address. For the sake of efficiency, agents will cache the multicast address locally.
Common services
3.5.1. Automatic participating in the runtime environment. To enable a computer to participate the runtime environment of Smart Platform, the Container on it should establish a connection and register to the DS. Instead of manually configuring the Container to tell it where the DS is, we implemented a discover-and-join mechanism which allow the Container automatically track the location of the DS and keep the connection with it. The mechanism is implemented as following:
While running, the DS keeps listening on a predefined multicast address. Whenever a Container startup, it sends a ping packet to this multicast address. Upon receiving the ping packet, the DS will reply with a message containing the TCP port and address where it can be connected. When receiving the reply packet, the Container begins to connect to the DS on the reported TCP address and register to it. If the connection loses, the Container starts the above procedure again until find the DS.
We found this mechanism very useful in developing period of our Smart Classroom. In order to integrate their computers into the runtime environment, other members only need to download a copy of the Container and run it. No manual configuration is required here. Furthermore the fact that we might move and restart the DS from time to time is totally transparent to them.
Agent-dependency management and resolving.
Agents are of dependence on each other. An agent might refuse to work or exhibit different behavior if certain other agents are missing. In Smart Platform we provide a mechanism for agents to be aware of these situations.
While startup, an agent is asked to register the services it can provide and the services it depend on to the DS. Then DS will look up its registration database to check whether all the asked services have already been provided by current agents in the system. For each missing service, the DS will try to locate the agent that can provide it. The knowledge of which agent can provide this service and where its execution code can possibly be found is acquired from the accumulated registration data history in the DS, which records the name of agent ever appeared, the services it can provide, and the host where it last appeared. If the agent is located, DS will contact with the Container on the host it last appeared to launch it. After all these tasks have been done, the initial agent will get a notification (via a callback function) to indicate whether each dependency is satisfied or not, and then the agent could adjust its behavior accordingly.
A by-product of this automatic agent-dependency resolving mechanism is that the whole Smart Space system can be brought into running by launching only several initial agents, as long as developers has carefully designed the dependencies between the agents.
Debugging facilities.
Traditional debug tools work well to isolate and locate bugs only related to a single process. However, in a Smart Space, more bugs are due to the agent's misbehavior after a certain sequence of interaction with other agents, or when a certain external environment situation exits, including both the states of other agents and the physical environment in a Smart Space. In this case traditional debug tools helps little. We built some integrated mechanism and provide a dedicated agent called Monitor to assist the developers to debug the system in this case. Developers are allowed to accomplish the following tasks with the Monitor. First, developers can get a real-time overall picture of the system. The displayed information includes the computers currently jointing the runtime environment, the agents running on these computers, the status of these agents, the topology of agent-dependencies, and so on. Second, developers can remotely launch or kill an agent. Third, developers can trace out the exchanged messages on the fly. Finally, developers manually compose a message and post it to a message group to simulate the behavior of some agents.
Wire-protocol based approach to crossplatform and cross-language issue
We tackle the issue of supporting heterogeneous platforms and languages of Smart Platform by means of establishing a set of well-defined and open wire-protocol both between agent and Container and between Container and DS. The wire-protocol includes the predefined contacting address, the format and semantic of each message and the sequence of the transactions. A process will be considered as a valid agent, Container or DS as long as it complies with the corresponding wire-protocol, no matter what its underlying hardware and software platform are, how it is implemented or what programming language it used. Although we currently only provide Container and DS running on Windows platform and agent development library in C++ and Java, any other researchers can easily provide their own implementations on other platforms and languages according to our open wire-protocol.
Agent Development Kit
Smart Platform provides an Agent Development Kit to ease the task of developing agents.
1) A C++ and Java version of agent development library that encapsulate the implementation of the wireprotocol on the agent side in to a base class -CAgent. The CAgent can be easily used with a set of simple methods or overidables. There are mainly only 5 of them, Register, Subscribe, Publish, OnNotifyMsg and Leave. Their corresponding semantics are clearly reflected by their name, so we will not elaborate on them here.
2) A Custom AppWizard in Visual C++ that can automatically generate the skeleton code for a new agent. This utility further ease the efforts required to develop an agent.
3) A standard setup program that can automatically copy, configure and run the needed components of Smart Classroom onto a new computer, which greatly reduce the work of deployment.
Evaluation of Smart Platform
Smart Classroom
The effectiveness of the Smart Platform has been validated by its real use in our Smart Classroom project [5] . In the Smart Classroom, teachers can instruct and interact with remote students just like in an ordinary classroom, which overcomes the shortcoming of traditional desktopbased Tele-education system where the teachers have to remain stationary in front of a desktop computer and use unnatural ways, say, mouse and keyboard to instruct remote students. The involved technologies and modules consist of human and hand tracking, face recognition, speaker recognition, speech recognition, CSCW and so on. They are encapsulated in about eleven agents running on Smart Platform. Fig. 3 illustrates the constituent agents in Smart Classroom and their dependencies.
We also made an informal usability study of Smart Platform as training other members of Smart Classroom project to use it. About seven members accepted the training. They were with different research backgrounds and their experience about distributed computing ranged from experienced to naive. According to our observation, most of them could understand the principle of Smart Platform and grasped the usage of the ADK in less than one hour. Half of them could deploy Smart Platform on their own computer and start their agent-development work on it without any further help from us. 
Performance Evaluation
We carried out a performance evaluation on Smart Platform to evaluate its throughput and delivery latency. The experiment is conducted on seven networked computers (PIII 1.6G / 128M RAM) connected by a dedicated 100M LAN. DS resides on host A. A Ping agent and a Pong agent are running on host B and host C respectively. These two agents together are used to measure the RoundTrip Time (RTT) of the system by sending and bouncing probing messages. The length of the probing message is a uniform distribution on [0,1000] bytes. All other computers are used to run agents that publish messages in a rate according to Poisson process to simulate the background load. We observed the RTT in different system loads. The result is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) . The result shows the RTT grows from 13 ms to 36 ms linearly with the increase of the system load from 0 to 960 Messages/S (The delivery latency can be roughly estimated as a half of the RTT). It also shows the maximum system throughput is about 960 Messages/S, as the CPU load of the host where DS is running reached 100%.
For comparison, Fig. 4 (b) gives the result of a similar experiment that we conducted on OAA under the same condition and with the same parameters. The result shows the RTT is from 500ms to 2400ms as the system load increasing from 0 to 80 Messages/S. The experiment demonstrated that Smart Platform provides an order of magnitude improvement in both the RTT performance and the maximum throughput over OAA.
Related works
OAA (Open Agent Architecture) [3] is a multi-agent system framework for building multi-modal systems. Its main notion is so called "delegating computing", i.e., all the messages between agents are mediated by a central component called Facilitator. The message format and agent-coordination model is modeled after Prolog language and distributed problem solving.
Metaglue [1] is an extension to the Java programming language for building software agents for Smart Spaces. Agents communicate with either RMI of Java or a selfmade event broadcast mechanism. A capability-based approach is adopted to address agents. An agent can be dynamically loaded and unloaded without interrupting other agents who have established connections with it. An agent can also store its state and retrieve back its state in a persistent storage.
Event Heap [4] provides a low-level communication and coordination mechanism based on Tuple-Space model for Smart Space systems. The message format is a tuple, which is essentially a set of ordered typed fields. Modules communicate by posting tuples to a central shared storage and retrieving them from the storage if they match some pattern.
Unlike Smart Platform, all these works adopted only one communication scheme, either directed or mediated, which could not take the advantages of both schemes. Moreover, neither of the message formats used in these works have all the advantages that the XML-based message formats has. For example, the Prolog-based message format in OAA has no adequate extensibility and is relative difficult to grasp.
OAA uses essentially a Publish-and-Subscribe model. However, the subscription granularity is fixed to the basis of individual messages, which is not as flexible as the Message Group does. Event Heap uses a Tuple-Space model, which we have discussed is not convenient for agent developers. Metaglue provides both the Direct Communication model and Publish-and-Subscribe model.
To achieve the goal of cross-platform and crosslanguage, Metaglue and Event Heap depends on the use of Java language to develop their systems. However, We think this approach has relative-low performance for the interpreted execution nature of Java (in despite of the invention of JIT).
OAA and Event Heap do not have mechanisms that can provide the same functions as the Container in Smart Platform does, so they do not have the advantages that Smart Platform possess by the introducing of Container. In addition, none of them provides the mechanism of discover-and-join as Smart Platform does, where system configuration should be either manually configured on the computer or hard-coded in the agent.
Future work
As the next step of Smart Platform, we plan to put emphasis on two parallel tasks. First is to continue to improve its usability according to some advices and experiences we acquired from evaluations. Second is to introduce some extra important common services to it, such as the service discovery and resource management.
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